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Development
News

On behalf of the National Coach Mentor
Development program for Race Walking
and the Networks

From the Editor

This edition tries to avoid the trap of too much of my
opinion and more of key information that may have not
come on to people’s radar in the normal scheme of
things.

The two items on schools may be of mixed interest to
readers but we should be keen to encourage given the
need to develop the sport as a whole. All I can suggest
is ‘spread the gospel’ to all and sundry.

I have an involvement with the Milton Keynes
Endurance Academy, so I thought it good to report on
one of the others. I have included edited highlights from
a report by Tom McCook of Birchfield Harriers, on the
England Athletics website, with regard to the University
of Warwick Endurance Academy and other network
activities.

Until the next Newsletter, keep on fighting the good
fight!

Edited by Mark Wall marnwal@hotmail.com

The editor takes responsibility for all content outside
of official EA press releases and  attributed
comment from other sources

Athletics in Warwickshire Goes from
Strength to Strength

When the England Athletics funding for the Endurance
Academy / Coventry, Solihull and Warwickshire (CSW)
Athletics Network began on 1 July 2010, unsurprisingly
in view of the area’s proud harrier traditions, the initial
emphasis focussed on endurance running.

The raison d’être of the University of Warwick
Endurance Academy is “Supporting Coventry and
Warwickshire endurance athletes and their coaches to
be the best they can be.”

The well established and successful University of
Warwick Endurance Academy activity has being joined
recently by the CSW Sprints Academy and the
University of Warwick Wheelchair Academy to support
athlete/coach partnerships in their thirteen member clubs
in this network.

Seven "Coach Workshops" have already been held this
winter, attracting leading UK coach educators such as
Fuzz Ahmed, Bud Baldaro, Sarah Connors, Max Jones,
Mike McFarlane, Dave Sunderland and John Trower.

More than eighty coaches and Leaders in Running
Fitness have attended at least one of the Coaching
Workshops with many individuals fastidiously attending
at least five sessions in the series.

After six years as the Chair of the Warwickshire Athletics
Association, Ray Morgan handed on the baton at last
month’s AGM to Solihull and Small Heath AC’s 35-year
old Rebecca Freeman.  However Ray has no plans quite
yet to put his feet up and one of the responsibilities that
he has now taken on is the role of Chairman of the
Coventry, Solihull and Warwickshire Athletics Network.

Characteristically, Ray laid his cards on the table when
he commented, "I believe strongly in multi disciplined
coaching of young athletes and this view is shared by
many of the coaches in Warwickshire who believe that a
multi-discipline approach to coaching is better for the
general development of young athletes.  This philosophy
does not prevent specialisation later on but meanwhile it
gives youngsters more variety,more fun,more skills and
more options."…

…Warming to his theme, Ray continued, “We will also
run a pilot meeting for a Super 8 Evening League for the
Under 13 and Under 15 age groups. We intend to
establish a Super 8 League but we will allow any number
of entries per club rather than only multiples of 8.  We
have received funding from England Athletics to hold a
365 introductory workshop backed up by a set of 365
equipment and a small number of manuals for coaches
which will benefit the seven CSW clubs in our network
which have young athletes.  Several of our Clubs
already use multi disciplined coaching but 365 gives us
an opportunity to revitalise them and encourage the
others to follow suit with England Athletics support and
backing.”

(Editor’s note: Most will recall that Ray played an integral
part in the European Race Walking cup at Leamington
Spa in  May 2007.  As mentioned in a previous edition,
Athletics 365 is a key element in our introducing walks to
the club athlete.  We need to encourage clubs and
networks to embrace the full array of event sessions in
the 365 package).

How athleticism can enrich school PE

England Athletics are organising a series of school
athletics conferences across the country aimed at the
school sport fraternity in Spring 2012 as we enter what is
undoubtedly the most exciting period in the history of our
sport.

These interactive conferences will provide delegates with
a range of practical information on delivering athletics for
schools – both within the curriculum and out of hours –
and show how athleticism can enrich whole school
physical education experience and boost the
participation of young people in sport generally.

Workshops will combine both practical and theoretical
approaches led by experts within the field of athletics
coaching, leadership and education.  A number of skills,
awards and competition resources will be introduced to
delegates that can be used in schools to enhance the
experience of the young person.                            2/……
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Places are limited for these one off conferences and
delegates are invited to pre register places now to avoid
disappointment.  Provisional dates are Friday 25 May
(Guildford area), Friday 27 April (Solihull/ Coventry
area), and Friday 18 May (Leeds area).  A full
conference agenda and joining instructions will be issued
in early March 2012.

Talent Development at the National Centre
for Race Walking

February Young Athlete Camp

Thursday 16th – Saturday 18th February
2012

Accommodation: £40/£60 per night self
catering/with meals

Coaching and sport science/medicine support
activities: no charge

To book, contact:
Dr Andrew Drake
Head Coach - National Centre for Race Walking
England Athletics, Leeds Metropolitan University
Headingley Campus, Leeds, LS6 2AH
T: 0113 812 3527 M: 07824 482624
E: adrake@englandathletics.org

Accommodation costs will be covered for athletes
who have bettered the performances outlined in Table
1 below on two or more occasions in 2011/12
(competitions under UKA/IAAF rules only).

Table 1. Norm level performance standards sought from
progressive profile athletes applying for a place in the
UKA Futures Training Group.

All schools to benefit from Workforce Credit
Scheme

A vital part of the workforce that can introduce and
sustain the involvement of children and young people in
sport in both a school and community setting consists of
qualified coaches, officials and leaders. To support and
develop these, the Youth Sport Trust (YST), in
partnership with England Athletics, have introduced a
scheme offering incentives to schools which are
committed to recruiting more people into coaching,
officiating and sports leadership.

The YST have pledged financial support for England
Athletics to administer a Coaching, Officiating and
Leadership Workforce Credit Scheme. The scheme is
open to all schools and can be accessed by young
leaders (under 19) as well as by school teaching staff,
parents and other helpers.  It will support aspiring
coaches, officials and leaders taking accredited courses
that form part of the England Athletics coaching,
officiating and leadership education programme.

The scheme is applicable for courses running until 31st
March this year. Credits can be claimed for Athletics
Leader, Leadership in Running Fitness, Official Levels 1
and 2 and endurance qualifications, and Coaching
Assistant courses.  England Athletics also provide the
option of running bespoke closed courses for an
individual school or groups of schools and Workforce
Credits can be used to contribute towards the cost –
local organisers may wish to combine funding to deliver
a course in their area.

For further information on Coaching and Leadership
courses contact the Education Coordinators:

North – Debbie Beresford –
dberesford@englandathletics.org

Midlands & South West – Morag Ford –
mford@englandathletics.org

South – Stacy Tuohy – stuohy@englandathletics.org

For further information on Officiating courses
contact Cheryl Moore cmoore@englandathletics.org

You can find all courses at:
www.englandathletics.org/courses

Athlete 5 km 10 km
Female U18 26:51 55:51
Female U19 26:15 54:35
Female U20 25:30 53:00
Male U18 23:47 49:52
Male U19 23:18 48:25
Male U20 22:38 47:00

A Message from Dr Drake via email
Hello parents, athletes and Coaches,
Happy New Year! We're organising another training
camp at February half term - (please see opposite) and
get in touch if you want a place.
Regards,
Andi

Must be going okay then!

I had an email from Race Walk Australia Secretary, Tim
Erickson, on a couple of matters and inter alia, he made
the comment regarding the courses listed in a previous
edition:
“I am amazed at the number of athletics related short
courses on offer - it leaves Australia for dead.”

So high praise indeed of England Athletics and we look
like we are on the right track!

dberesford@englandathletics.org
mford@englandathletics.org
stuohy@englandathletics.org
cmoore@englandathletics.org
www.englandathletics.org/courses 
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Walk faster and live longer

Whilst not strictly applicable to race walking this
may be of interest or of some validity. It came from
the Melbourne Age, dated 18th of January.

Everyone is trying to stay ahead of the grim reaper but
researchers say a walking speed of five kilometres an
hour for older men should do the trick.

Older men who walk a speed of at least 1.36 metres per
second, or about 5km/h, are likely to live longer,
according to an article by Concord Hospital researchers
published in the British Medical Journal.

The researchers took the grim reaper figure, which
personifies death, to assess his role in walking speed
and mortality for the five-year study.

They analysed the walking patterns of 1705 men aged
70 and over who participated in the Concord Health and
Ageing in Men Project.

A total of 266 deaths were observed among the group,
which had an average walking speed of 0.88m/s.

"Interestingly, no men with walking speeds of 1.36 m/s or
above had contact with the grim reaper," Dr Danijela
Gnjidic, who co-wrote the study, said.

"The results support our theory that faster speeds are
protective against mortality, because fast walkers can
maintain a safe distance from the grim reaper," Dr
Gnjidic said.

http://www.theage.com.au/national/health/walk-faster-
and-live-longer-20120118-1q65h.html

Coaching Female Endurance  athletes

On the 21st of this month in a number of venues a series
of speakers delivered an informative and indeed
important set of lectures covering this area.

I can only report on the presentations from the one held
at the University of Hertfordshire at Hatfield but I do
know that one of the key speakers aso presented the
same session later in the day at Cambridge.

Dr. Cath Spencer-Smith spoke in a very informative and
yet easy to understand way, on the areas of
Osteoporosis and Amenorrhea.

Key points surrounding the topic is prevention is key,
that soft tissue injuries precede bony stress problems
and that  sufficient calorie consumption is necessary to
remaining in a stable state.

The latter point is brought into sharp focus in that a
female endurance athlete requires 1300-1400 calories
over  that which is expended, each day, to maintain bone
health, 5 days of below such means a  ‘tipping of the
axis’ in a adverse direction. The good news is that it can
be remedied by increasing calorie intake to cover the
under consumption.  I guess many would find this a
surprise to hear.

Turning to the topic of Amenorrehea, any female who
fails to have a period for three consecutive months has
moved into a state of amenorrehea.  Whilst the absence
of a cycle does not unduly exercise the thoughts of a
number of female endurance athletes, it is a dangerous
state as it has an impact on bone mineral density.

Irregular menstruation, that is Oligomenorrhea, is also an
alarming state of affairs.  These are cycles greater than
35 days. It again has a detrimental impact upon bone
health.

These two states may arise from health conditions
unrelated to athletic activity and need to be ruled out by
a health professional.

Those coaching older or post-menopausal athletes (in
some cases surgical intervention may have resulted in
the athlete reaching this state) will need to take into
consideration that mineral bone density have
commenced a far sharper decline than in other female
athletes. This impacts more specifically on dietary
considerations.

Dr. Spencer-Smith made the point that a coach should
be aware that if his female athlete has not had a first
period by the time she is 16 then he or she needs to
encourage the athlete to seek medical advice.

She went on to suggest that it may be better to not be
using the pill, as it may mask irregular periods. Also
suggested was that 30 day cycles is the ‘gold standard’.

A more contentious suggestion, due to cost and or
access, is a regime of regular DXA (DEXA) scans to
identify potential issues in bone mineral density. This
being at a frequency of 6 monthly intervals.

It must also be noted that osteoporosis is not confined to
females but rather it occurs more predominantly here.

In summary her three key areas were:

1. Menstrual cycle status
2. Bone status
3. Eating and training status

The topic of Eating Disorders was covered by British
international athlete and psychologist, Carolyn Plateau,
from the National Centre for Eating Disorders in Sport,
based at Loughborough University. Carolyn is a PhD
scholar at the centre.
Disordered eating, as alluded to previously, is a major
issue in athletic performance and many are aware of
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosa but these are at
the higher end of the continuum. In addition there are
eating disorders not otherwise specified at this higher
level.
A condition, Athletica Nervosa is recognised but not
frequently discussed.
Athletes, females and males, meet the criteria defining
eating disorders at a higher level than exists in the
community.  It is yet to be determined whether athletics
is ‘cause or consequence’.
Mention was made of the condition whereby athletes
may become obsessed with healthy eating and may be

http://www.theage.com.au/national/health/walk-faster-and-live-longer-20120118-1q65h.html
http://www.theage.com.au/national/health/walk-faster-and-live-longer-20120118-1q65h.html
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It should be noted that there can be many factors within
sport that can contribute to a distortion of a proper image
of one’s self and be genuine risk factors including:
� Revealing sports attire
� A contagion effect in the training group
� Competitive thinness
� Trigger factors.

So what is the role of the coach?  They have a vital role
in this area with managing the coaching environment in
aspects such as:

� Nutrition, education and input
� Motivation, well-being and support
� Weight for performance factors.

Depression is a significant issue in sport and leads to a
range of issues impacting in the area and in a broader
sense. It is said 1 in 10 athletes may be suffering from
depression but this may actually be as high as 20%. The
condition may impact  on performance and as we sadly
witnessed in the USA in recent years, suicide sits at the
extreme end of the spectrum.
The afternoon session was given over to Jeremy
Freeman, the coach of the successful youth and now
junior athlete, Jessica Judd, amongst others.  He spoke
of his path to coaching and his philosophy behind
coaching a female achiever through the last 4 years as
she progresses through this developmental stage in life.
Jeremy is a member of the NCMDP and he offered his
take on where he will head in the short to medium rather
than framing a plan for the long term. His squad is both
males and females, senior and under age.  An
interesting point he makes is that he finds  some of the
older male athletes to present the greater challenge in
the area of being far more temperamental .
I can only encourage coaches and others to explore the
area of the female triad.  However well I attempt to
present the material from the workshop, it will be
manifestly inadequate.
I therefore implore readers to avail themselves of
workshops offered on this topic. Any coach who does
not make this a specific area of concern for further
professional development. is doing a grave disservice.
to any female athletes  they currently coach or will do in
the future.

To reduce the potential of embarrassment to his athletes
and to maximise the sensitive handling of any issues
that may arise, one senior coach at the workshop,
utilises his older female athletes to ask the pertinent
questions of his younger athletes, food for thought.
Equally a coach needs to establish a strong rapport with
parents so that if he (less of a potential issue for the
female coach perhaps), speaks to his squad in a group
discussion or observes something which may give
cause for alarm, he is able to speak frankly with parents
or that they will communicate concerns to him.
I for one, am pleased I attended the workshop as it was
a wonderful learning opportunity and helps me to reflect
back to when I coached my first athlete, a young female
walker in Australia.  I wish I had of had access to this
information. I now know that I can ill afford not to have
had access to it.

The diagram below has been drawn from a website
devoted to this area of importance. The diagrammatic
representation presents the issues, I believe in a
succinct and  easily understandable format.

I hope it is of some value to those coaches who may
have recourse to it,

http://www.femaleathletetriad.org/for-athletes-
coaches/what-is-the-triad/

http://www.femaleathletetriad.org/for-athletes-coaches/what-is-the-triad/
http://www.femaleathletetriad.org/for-athletes-coaches/what-is-the-triad/
http://www.femaleathletetriad.org/for-athletes-coaches/what-is-the-triad/

